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Claims. 
This invention relates to a plumb 

and more particularly to a manifold constituting 
a single fixture to which may be connected the 
supply pipes to and from the bathtub and lava 
tory, and the drains from these fixtures, as well 

: : " : : 
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aims. (CI, 4-191) 
umbing fixture : 
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as a common drain to the soil stack and a water 
connection to the flush tank. A device of this 
nature is useful and advantageous in the simpli 
fication of piping layouts in residence plumbing, 
providing a single point, which may be conven 
iently located with respect to a "... 8 
to which all of the pipe connections from said 
fixtures may be brought. It is of inestimable 
value in “roughing in'th imbing for 
rooms which are to be equipped later, in which 

10 

f the fixtures, ... 

blumbing for bath- 15 

the precise location of the fixtures is not yet as 
certained, by providing a focal point to which 
the various fixtures may later be connected. 
One of the objects of the invention is to pro 

vide a plumbing manifold that can be set upon 
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In the drawing throughout the several figures 
of which the same reference characters have been 
used to denote identical parts: : | 

Figure 1 is a side elevation partly in section 
of a plumbing manifold embodying the concept 
of my invention; . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 2 is a plan view partly in section; 
Figure 3 is a view in vertical section, taken 

along the line 3-3 of Figure2; 
- Figure 4 is a cross-section taken along the line 
4-4 of Figure 3; . . . . . . 

Figure 5 is an exploded view in perspective, 
showing the connection between an extruded sec 
tion and a cast section; * . . . . . 

Figure 6 is a cross-section taken along the line 
6-6 of Figure 1; w . - ' « : , 

Figure 7 is a section taken along the line 7-7 
of Figure 6. 
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the floor, between joists, or in any other desired 
location, and serve as a common meeting place 
for the hot and cold water supply pipes from 
the service line and water heater and the water 
connections to the bathtub, lavatory and flush 

lavatory to the manifold and from the manifold 
to the soil stack. . . . . . . . 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a manifold for the purpose described, which may 
be fabricated in sections, comprising an extruded 
section of uniform cross-sectional shape which 
includes the longitudinal passages, and one or 
more cast fittings integrated with the extruded 
portion, said cast fittings including those branch 
passages which extend angularly from the longi 
tudinal passages and open to the exterior of the 
manifold. ------ 

Still another object of the invention is the pro 
vision of a manifold as described which can be 
made in any length to suit particular conditions, 
by reason of the uniform cross-sectional shape of 
the extruded portion thereof which can b 
to any length. -- : .?. ?.? - - 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a manifold incorporating means for sealing the 
joints between the several passage connections, 
in the sectional version of the device. “ 

still another object of the invention relates to 
means aside from the pipe connections for secur 

25 
tank, as well as the drains from the bathtub and Figures 1 and 2. At the opposite end of the 
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50 ing the manifold in fixed position, this being : 
especially useful when making sweated connec 
tions with the manifold.- . . . . . . 03, 3 ???:::.:.:.:: 
other objects of the invention will appear as 

the following description of a preferred and pr: 
tical embodiment thereof proceeds. 

Referring now in detail to the several figures, 
the numeral represents an embodiment of the 
manifold of my invention as a whole, which con 
sists of a metal body f', having, three parallel 
longitudinal passages 2, 3 and 4 extending sub 
stantially therethrough, opening in the face of 
the manifold at the left end, as indicated in 
manifold the said longitudinal passages have up 
turned ends 5, 6 and 7 forming elbows in the 
manifold, which open in the top face thereof. 

* The passages. 2 and 3 are of relatively small 
diameter and form Water conduits. The large 
diameter passage 4. is a drain. Adjacent their 
middle, the Small diameter passages communi 
cate with downwardly extending branches 8 and 
9, and the drain passage 4 has a downwardly ex 
tending branch 0. The branches 8, 9 and to 
open in the lower face of the manifold. The 
ends of all the passages which open in the face 
of the manifold may be threaded for iron pipe, 
or left unthreaded for sweated joints when cop 
per pipe is used. Threaded connections are in 
dicated in the drawing. . . . 
The downward branches 8 and 9 are designed 

to be connected respectively to the cold and hot 
water supply pipes ff and f2, and the branch I0, 
to a pipe 3 which discharges into the soil stack. 
The lefthand ends of the passages 2, 3 and 4 are 
intended to be connected respectively to the cold 
and hot bathtub fixtures and to the bathtub 
drain. - . . . .............' : '.' : ............................:.:.::: 
The upper ends 5, 6 and 7 of the passages 2, 3 

and 4 are for connection with the hot and cold 
'fixtures of the lavatory... and 'with the lavatory. . 
drain, the latter being seen at 14. . . . . . . . 

51. The cold water passage 2 has an upwardly 
extending branch passage 4' adjacent its middle, 
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connected by the pipe 5 with the flush tank. 
The drain passage 4 has an upwardly extending 
branch 6 closed by a deck plate fl, having two 
depressions 8 for an unscrewing tool. This 
branch is to give access to the drain passage for 
unstopping it when clogged. 

It is obvious from the above detailed descrip 
tion that I have provided a manifold forming a 
focal point to which cone the hot and cold water 
supply to the bathroom, from which point it is 
distributed to the several fixtures, and to which 

0. 

point the drainage from the supplied fixtures re--- 
turns, excepting of course, the discharge flow , 
from the flush tank. 
The plumbing manifold may be. an integral 

casting, if desired, but in the illustrated embodi 
ment of the invention it is a fabricated structure 
made up of one or more sections 9, containing : 
the parallel longitudinal tubular passages, in 
tegrated with intermediate and/or end. Sections 
containing the T and elbow diversions. Since 
the sections 9 are of uniform cross-section, they 
may be extruded in stock length units which are 
cut to the size required for the particular mani 
fold being made up. The elbow and T. sections 
are cast. 
The intermediate section. 20 has flat identical 

end faces 2, one of which is shown in Figure 5. 

20 

25 

This section includes intermediate parts of the ; ; ; 
passages 2, 3 and 4. The flat faces, 21:are sur 
rounded by shallow peripheral flanges 22, which 
are beveled on the inside as indicated at: 23 in 
Figure 3, and the extruded sections- 9. after hav 
ing been cut-from a stock length are correspondi- '; 
ingly beveled at the end as at 24 in Figure:5, with 
a file or other tool, to fit within the fiange 22 
against the beveled side thereof. A narrow-space 
is defined between the adjacent end faces of the 
section 20 and the extruded section forming-a cell 
for selder. . . . . . . . . : 

: In connecting the intermediate - section 20 to 
the extruded section 9, the thin walled thimbles 
25 are employed, Which fit Snugly the respective 
passages, each having a º feather-edged circum 
ferential collar 26 about its middle. A thin gasket 
27 of solder, is used, having a hole pattern, cor 
responding to the passage-arrangement in the 
sections to be joined. This gasket is placed with 
in the recess: bounded by the flange 22 of the in 
termediate section. Then the thimbles are pushed 
through the holes in the gasket and into the 
portions of the passages 2, 3 and 4 in the inter 
mediate section. Then the extruded section is 
pushed over the projecting parts of the thimbles. 
-The joint is Subjected to endwise pressure - while 
a blowtorch. or other heating means is applied. 
As the solder melts it is forced through the entire 
interface between the sections, including the 
juncture formed by the baffles 23 and 24, making 
a thorough sweated joint between said sections. 
The thimbles keep the solder from leaking into 
the passages which the joint intersects. 
When, as in Figure 1, the section 20 is between 

two extruded sections, the details of the joint on 
each side of the intermediate section are iden 
tical. 
The same procedure is...followed with respect 

to: an end section, such as the section 28, which 
is shown in Figures 1, 2, 6 and 7. The end sec 
tion is provided with a flat end face 29, bounded 
by the peripheral tapered flange 30; the extruded 

- section 9 is, correspondingly chamfered at the 
adjacent end; the two sections are juxtaposed 
'with thimbles 25 connecting the aligned parts of 
the passages, and a gasket 27 of solder placed in 
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4. 
the joint. The joint is completed by heating the 
parts, pressing them together while the solder is 
molten. 
The plumbing manifold of the present inven 

tion is preferably located below floor level, but 
is capable of being placed anywhere that may be 
most convenient. It is here shown as being 
mounted upon a board 3, presumably secured 
sufficfaiths low between joists so that the level of 

i the subfbor upon which the tile are laid comes 
to the line a-a in Figure 4. The cast sections 

taire provided wtih elevated faces or tables 32 and 
-33, which are flush with top surface of the tile 
and may be suitably enameled for appearance, 
if the manifold is not of corrosion resisting ma 
terial. The deck plate T is flush with the tile. 

Mainly to save weight and material, the ex 
truded sections 9 are hollowed out underneath, 
as indicated at 34, Figures 4 and 5, the hollow 
defining side. flanges. 35. and 36 formed with in 
terior longitudinal, shoulders 37. Fasteners 38, 
having resilient-arms 38 and 40, are screwed to 
the board 3, the arms being shaped to snap over 
the shoulders when the manifold is pressed down 
upon the fasteners, thereby holding the manifold 
in place. This is of importance in preliminarily 
locating the manifold while the pipe connections 
are being measured for length, and it is particu 
larly-important in holding the manifold immobile 
when making sweated joints with it. 
While I have in the above description disclosed 

what II. believe to be a preferred and practical 
embodiment of the invention, it will be under 
stood by those skilled in the art that the specific 
details of construction and arrangement of parts, 
as shown and described, are by way of example 
and not to be construed as limiting the scope of 
the invention. 
What I claim is: 
1. Plumbing manifold comprising a unitary 

elongated body of generally rectangular cross 
section having a plurality of parallel passages 
therethrough opening in one end of said body 
and in the top of said body adjacent the opposite 
end, the axes of said passages at their opposite 
ends being perpendicular, two of said passages 
being relatively small, to serve as conduits for 
water under pressure, the other being relatively 
large to serve as a drain, said body being formed 
with branch passages communicating with said 
first named passages at an intermediate point in 
the length of said first named passages and per 
pendicular thereto. 

2. Plumbing manifold comprising a unitary 
elongated body of generally rectangular cross 
section having a flat face at one end and flat 
top faces respectively at an intermediate point 
and adjacent the opposite end, said flat top 
faces being elevated above the general level of 
the top of said manifold and being at the same 
level, a plurality of parallel passages extend 
ing through said manifold, opening in said flat 
end face and the flat top face which lies ad 
.jacent the opposite end, the axes of said pas 
sages at opposite ends being perpendicular, two 
of said passages being relatively small to serve 
as conduits for water, under pressure, the other 
being relatively large to serve as a drain, said 
-body-having downwardly extending branch pas 
'sages communicating respectively with said first 
-named passages in the zone overlain by said 
intermediate flat top face, the, latter having an 

: access passage communicating - with Said rela 
utively large passage, and a closure for said ac 
cess passage. 
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3. Plumbing manifold as claimed in claim 2, 
the bottom of Said body being recessed to form 
longitudinal side fianges having interior longi 
tudinal shoulders, and Securing means for said 
manifold including resilient clipS adapted to be 
anchored to a Support and having resilient arms 
With cam bulges adapted to enter said recessed 
bottom and Snap over said shoulders. 

4. Fabricated plumbing manifold comprising a 
Section of Substantially uniform croSS-section 
having a plurality of rectilinear parallel passages 
therethrough, two of said passages being rela 
tively small to serve as conduits for Water un 
der pressure, another being relativey large to 
serve as a drain, and a section including exten 
Sions of said passages aind branches thereof per 
pendicular thereto, said sections having adja 
cent flat end faces in juxtaposition slightly spaced 
to form a solder cell, one of said faces having a 
bounding flange bearing against a complenhein 
tary chamfered edge about the other of said 
faces, thimbles fitting the registering ends of 
said passages and extensions, interSecting the 
joint between Said faces and a Solder gasket be 
tween said faces for uniting Said sections. 

5. Fabricated plumbing manifold comprising a 
section of substantially uniform cross-section 
having a plurality of rectilinear paraliei paS- . 
sages therethrough, two of said passages being 
relatively small to serve as conduits for Water : 
under pressure, one being relatively large to serve 
as a drain, and a section including rectilinear 
extensions of said passages and upwardly di 
rected branches thereof perpendicular thereto, 
said second named section having a fiat top face 
in which said branches open, Said Sections having 
adjacent flat end faces in juxtaposition slightly 
spaced to form a soldier cell, one of Said faces 
having a bounding flange bearing against 3, 
complementary chamfered edge about the other 
of said faces, thimbles fitting the registering ends 
of said passages and extensions, intersecting the 
joint between said faces and a Solder gasket be-, 
tween said faces for uniting said Sections. 

6. Fabricated plumbing manifold comprising 
lateral sections of substantially uniform CrOSS 
section, and an intermediate Section, Said Sec 
tions being in end abutment and having a plu 
rality of rectilinear parallel passages extending 
continuously therethrough, opening in the oppo 
site ends of said lateral sections, two of Said paS 
sages being relatively small to serve as conduits 
for Water under pressure, one being relatively 

5 

5 

6 
large to Serve as a drain, said intermediate sec 
tion having branches of said passages perpen 
dicular thereto opening in the bottom face of 
said intermediate section, and having an up 
wardly extending branch from one of Said rela 
tively small passages and an upwardly extend 
ing access branch from Said relatively large pas 
Sage, a closure for said access branch, Said Sec 
tions having adjacent flat end faces in juxta 
position slightly spaced to form a solder cell, one 
of said faces having a bounding flange bearing 
against a complementary chamfered edge about 
the other of said faces, thimbles fitting the reg 
istering ends of Said paSSages and extensions, 
intersecting the joint between said faces and a 
Solder gasket between said faces for uniting Said 
sections. 
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5. 

7. Fabricated plumbing manifold comprising 
lateral sections of Substantially uniform cross 
section, an intermediate section and an end 
Section, said sections being in similar end-to 
end abutment and having a plurality of rectilin 
ear parallel passages extending continuously 
therethrough opening in one end of Said mani 
fold and adjacent the opposite end of Said mani 
fold in the top face of said end section, two of 
Said passages being relatively small to serve as 
conduits for water under pressure, one being rel 
atively large to serve as a drain, said interme 
diate Section having branches of Said passage 
perpendicular thereto opening in the bottom face 
of said intermediate section, and having an up 
wardly extending branch from One of the rela -- 
tively small passages and an upwardly extend 
ing access branch from Said relatively large pas 
Sage, a closure for Said access branch, the abut 
ting faces of the Sections of Said Series having 
a bounding flange on one bearing against a cham 
fered edge about the other, the bounded faces 
being flat and slightly spaced to form a Solder 
Seal, said parallel passages opening in said faces, 
thimbles fitting the registering ends of Said pas 
sages, intersecting the joint between said faces, 
and a Soldier gasket between Said faces for unit 
ing adjacent sections. 

ALFRED. W. ALLEN. 
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